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OVERALL ASSESSMENT (pravided in English , Czech, ar Slavak):
The Thesis investigates how the recent financia l crisis affected the choice of capi tal struc ture in 60 US
companies . ln particular it contrasts two competing models that aim to predict the choices of the
capital structure , namely the pecking order and the trade-off theory. The author concludes that
dynamic part ial-adjustment model of the trade-off theory seems to explain better the choic e of capital
structure than peck ing order theory.
I find the Thesis well written ; the author c1early passes through all the checkpoints of defining the
problem, reviewing the exisitng literature and formulating testable hypotheses, choosing a suitabl e
methodology, producing results and drawing conclusions from these. The individual parts are well
intag rated and the treatment of the indivudual concepts is consistent throughout the paper. The paper
is we ll structured and it follows all the standards for a Master's Thesis.
I find the research questions quite interesting; the choice of the cap ital structure is certai nly an
irnportan t question in corporate finance. At the same time , substantial reasearch has alredy been done
on tne issue, wh ich means that the author's topic is not quite original. Nevertheless, the emphasis on
the effect of the crisis , which makes the Thesis distinct from prior work.
Literature review is rather extensive and includes a very good discussion of the differen t pieces of
research that are relevant for this work. For the most part , it is also well organized and integrated . I
believe that the author is able to formulate clear conclusions about the state of the know ledge and she
is able to make use of the literature review to formu late the hypotheses.
The choice of methodology is based on prior work and it seems to be suitable for analyzing the chosen
reaserch question. The author does well in discussing the methodology choices. I appreciate that the
sample is taken from US data , which indicate that tha author made the effort to produce results that
woul d be as generalizable as possible given the delim inations. The cho ice of US data is well
motivated .
The results are presented in a clea r manner and they seem to be linked c1early to the conclusions. The
results also c1early ratget the hypotheses that are spelled out earl ier.
Overa ll, the Thesis has a clearly defined ambition and it is based on a rigorous analysis of the
specified rese arch question . My objections are minor and therefore I recommend the highest grade for
the Thesis. I also recommend the committee to consider giv ing dist inctions (pochvala) to the author.
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